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The ability of a gas burner flame to focus light rays is considered. It is shown experimen- 

tally that a flame can serve as a short focus cylindrical lens. 

Theoret ical  studies of ae ro thermo-op t ica l  light guides have demonstra ted their  applicability as 
optical connection lines [1]. Thermogas  lenses have received wide use in experimental  light guides. 
These lenses have focusing distances of the order  of tens or hundreds of m. In some cases it is des i r -  
able to employ lenses with a much shor te r  focus. Extremely small  focus distances a re  provided by high 
t empera tu re  gradients .  Such a condition occurs  in the combustion of a gas flowing out of a cylindrical  
tube -- upon passage  through the combustion surface  the t empera tu re  changes rapidly. Available exper i -  
mental data [2] indicate that there  exists within a flame a region upon passage through which a light beam 
directed perpendicular  to the flame axis will be deflected toward the center .  Such deflection is produced 
by the dec rease  in the index of re f rac t ion  occurr ing upon increase  in distance f rom the flame center .  
These  significant gradients  in re f rac t ive  index, especial ly on the flame front, create  a situation where 
light rays  undergo a deflection which would be difficult to obtain with conventional thermogas  lenses.  

The possibil i ty of focusing with a f lame may be determined as follows. Let the flame be cylindrical ly 
symmet r i ca l ,  n = n(r) (n, index of refract ion;  r ,  distance of point considered f rom flame axis). This fact 
has good experimental  support and is a consequence of small  ver t ical  t empera tu re  gradients .  Using the 
geomet r ica l  optics approximation, we will calculate the deflection of a light beam upon its passage through 
such a flame. The angle of deflection will be assumed small  (tanq0 ~ ~) so that we have ([3], p. 207) 
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where n o is the index of re f rac t ion  of the medium surrounding the flame; y is the distance f rom the origin 
to the s t ra ight  line along which the light beam propagates in absence of flame (the axis of the cylindrical  
coordinate sys tem coincides with the axis of s y m m e t r y  of the flame). 

For  the function n(r) we will take the s implest  function which satisfies the most  general  physical  r e -  
quirements ,  namely:  let n(r) -- n o tend to zero  as r ~ ~o decrease  upon approach to the flame front (in 
this region the t empera tu re  is at a maximum and the index of refract ion,  a minimum), and tend to zero  
at the center  of the flame (r = 0) (for r = 0 the gas velocity and also its distance f rom the front a re  maxi-  
mum, and so the t empera tu re  is close to that of the medium). To sat isfy these requi rements  we may 
choose the function 

n o - -  n (r) := AF-e -:~' ,  (2) 

where A is a constant determined by the combustion conditions, p res su re ,  t empera ture ,  mixture composi -  
tion; ~ is a constant determined by the size of the channel supplying the gas mixture.  

In the above derivat ion we have not considered the effect on the index of re f rac t ion  of the varying 
concentrat ions of gases  which part ic ipate  in and a re  formed by the combustion p rocess ,  since this effect 
is significantly sma l l e r  than that of t empera tu re  ([4], p. 201). Substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) and 
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F i g .  1. Block d iagram of apparatus for studying focus p roper -  
t ies  of gas f lame: 1) laser ;  2,3) lenses;  4) diaphragm; 5) 
burner ;  6) stabil izing ring; 7) shutter ;  8) light shield screen;  
9) light f i l ter  (or photographic film); 10) photomultiplier;  11) 
tow-frequency ampli f ier ;  12) synchronous detector ;  13) audio 
genera to r .  

Fig. 2 o photographs  of l a se r  beam sect ion:  
a) without flame; b) with flame. 

calculating the integral ,  we obtain 

A 
q~=-~0 / -~-~ " (3) 

The focusing proper t ies  of the f lame a re  explained by the p resence  at smal l  y of a l inear segment 
9 ~ (A/n0) " (~Q~/~)Y, which cor responds  to collection of rays  with various y values into a single point on the 
l igh t -beam axis.  The dis tance f rom the flame center  to the focus point f is then determined by the formula 

(4) 

A sys t em was constructed for experimental  ver if icat ion of the above principles and is depicted 
schemat ica l ly  in Fig. 1. The light beam f rom lase r  1 passes  through two lenses 2, 3, which expand the 
beam to 4 mm. This expanded para l le l  beam in tersec ts  the flame of a mixture of natural gas and a i r  at 
its base .  The flame front is formed as a resul t  of flow of the natural g a s - a i r  mixture f rom the burner  
or i f ice .  The flame d iameter  in the region where the laser  beam passes  is 10 ram. At some distance 
f rom the flame is a photographic plate 9, protected f rom s t r ay  light by shield 8. With the aid of the photo- 
graphic  plate intensity dis tr ibut ion over the beam sect ion was recorded .  

Evaluation of the attenuation of the beam caused by passage through the burner  flame was done with 
an apparatus  using var iable  light beams .  In this case an e lec t romagnet ic  v ib ra to r  7 was installed in the 
light path, with winding powered by audio genera to r  13. The light was thus modulated at a frequency of 
80 Hz. In place of photographic plate 9, a red filter was installed to pass the laser  beam and attenuate 
the natural  light f rom the flame. The varying light signal falling upon the photomultiplier tube is con- 
ver ted to an ac voltage which is then amplified by a low-frequency amplif ier .  Detector  12 pe r fo rms  syn-  
chronous detection. The r e fe rence  voltage is taken f rom the output of the audio genera tor  feeding the shut-  
t e r .  The detected signal is measured  by vol tmeter  13. 

Figure  2 shows photographs of the l ase r  beam c ross  sect ion (X = 6328 A) with flame off and on. 
Flame height was 15 cm. The a i r - g a s  rat io was chosen such that the flame had a laminar  charac te r  at 
its base with blue radia t ion to a height of 2-3 cm f rom the base.  Above this zone the flame was of a br ight-  

yellow color.  The focus point was located at a d is -  
tance of 3 m f rom the flame. Measurements  showed 
that light lost by absorpt ion did not exceed 3%. 

To calculate the focus distance and determine 
which zone possessed  the focusing proper t ies  (the 
zone in which ~ ~ y), it is neces sa ry  to exper imen-  
tally study the charac te r  of l ight-beam deflection 
upon passage through various par ts  of the flame. 
Figure  3 shows the resul ts  of measur ing angle of 
deflection ~ as a function of t r ansve r se  flame dis-  
placement  y. The solid line of Fig. 3 is the curve 
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Fig. 3. Angle of l a se r  beam deflection ,~ versus  t r ans -  
ve r se  displacement  of flame y. Solid curve,  Eq. (3); 
points, experiment .  ~, rad; y, mm. 

corresponding to Eq. (3) with constants A and e selected using two experimental  points. Measurements  
were per formed with an IAB-451 shadow apparatus using the needle-a t - the- focus  method [3]. It is evident 
f rom the figure that rays  passing through the portion of the f lame within the y interval f rom -- a to a a re  
focused at one point. The flame segments  with y > b, y < --b have defoeusing proper t ies ,  while the seg-  
ments (--b, - - a )  and (a, b) show st rong aber ra t ions .  

The above resul ts  permi t  the conclusion that for a light beam whose dimensions do not exceed the 
internal  zone (-- a, a) limited by a surface  close to the combustion surface,  a burner  flame can be used 
as a converging cyl indrical  lens, while Eq. (3) may be used to determine the focus zone and focus distance 
of the lens. 
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